C ON S U LT IN G

Perfect Practice Consulting,

is the journey that will improve
your practice’s data integration
efficiency through careful
analysis, strategic planning,
effective implementation
and annual review & updates.

“

I recently spent 2 days with a
Cardiology Group, reviewing
how their provider work-flows
and clinical instruments would
integrate with an existing client
utilizing Allscripts Enterprise
EHR. Our goal was to ensure
they were taken care of every

“

step of the way; that is Perfect
Practice…

We will conduct a comprehensive data integration
assessment of your organization focused on increased
practice efficiency, reduced workflow fatigue, stress
and frustration among physicians and staff. All of
this, while you continue to improve quality of care
and patient satisfaction - it’s all part of what we call
Perfect Practice.
DISCOVERY: Work With The People You Know

PLANNING: Plan for the Perfect Practice

During Discovery we collaborate with your team
in your environment to watch, listen and learn
about how you and your team practice medicine
and manage healthcare every day. Then, we
begin working with your team to identify ways
to improve workflow and efficiency within your
practice’s information systems. A comprehensive report is delivered to help you understand
where improvements can be made and how to
implement changes.

The outcome of our Discovery process is a comprehensive Strategic Plan developed specifically
for your practice based on our observations and
interactions with your practitioners and staff.
This plan for implementation and management
of changes and improvements to your workflow,
creating a Perfect Practice moving forward.

Contact us
at 315-707-7843
to learn more.

JILL OVERLY

Application and Interface Analyst
EHR Integration Services

IMPLEMENTATION: Put Your Plan into Action
When it’s time to act, EHR Integration Services
is ready. From design to delivery, we provide
all of the services required to implement your
Strategic Data Integration Plan and train your
staff. We will implement for you, or provide
consulting support to your team. Either way
EHR is here to help you every step of the way,
your way.
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SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED MORE THAN 40

1 COMPANY
TO TRUST

large and small data extraction and conversion project

35 YRS. EXPERIENCE
extracting more than (35) data modules

14 YRS. EXPERIENCE
with more than (14)

leading EHR/PM vendors
We develop data strategies
that morph with rapidly
changing technology and the diverse
clinical, operational and cultural aspects
of each medical practice.

What It Means To You
» Optimize Your Practice— Our first guiding principle
is practice optimization…integrating your existing
healthcare information infrastructure to enhance
clinical and operational workflow.

SUPPORT: We’re Always There For You
Support doesn’t stop at go-live, we remain available
for as long as you need us. We pride ourselves in
making each problem easier to resolve. We usually
have the answer for you right away and if we don’t,
we won’t stop until your problem is solved.
That is… Perfect Practice.

ANNUAL CHECK-UP:
Insight for Improvement and Change
We know that the best laid plans and implementations
are subject to change over the course of a year. Once
we’ve done a discovery for you we have a “base line”
from which we can continue to monitor and help you
improve. In the spirit of keeping your environ-ment
healthy, EHR is happy to offer an annual check-up
service to assess what’s changed since the plan’s
original implementation and to offer any recommended
course of action.

» Increase Your ROI— We’re always evaluating a
eturn on investment when presenting optimization
strategies. Workflow enhancement results in
substantial time- and dollar- savings.
» Reduce Office Stress— It’s easy to overlook the
stresses that data inefficiencies place on the entire
practice. Long hours, decreased productivity, sick
days and decreased satisfaction – turnover. A natural
extension of optimization is reduced stress and
in-creased satisfaction.
» Watch Your Back— During the entire data integration
evaluation and change process our expert consultants
are focused on delighting customers. More importantly, we stand by our work and respond quickly and
effectively if issues arise down the road.

We deliver results that save time,
save money and improve the care
you deliver to your patients. We
always strive for Perfect Practice!
Welcome back to calm…
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